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Abstract
The placement of the Order Penetration Point (OPP) is a key decision in automotive supply chains since the product will be differentiated according to the customers’ requirements only after the OPP. From a marketing perspective variety proliferation is encouraged. Yet, competition has shifted from individual firms to global supply chains and under given market uncertainty the significance of supply chain flexibility is increasing. Upstream however, the expansion of outsourcing, supplier rationalization and lean production practices has yielded substantial progress in terms of supply chain efficiency. In order to economically operate the supply chain, the positioning of order penetration points is vital to inflict as much downstream process and product flexibility to be amenable to changing market demand and to guarantee as much upstream stability to allow for accurate and risk-controlled planning of cost-efficient supply chain processes. This paper identifies and analyses the main factors related to OPP problems and presents a method for OPP positioning under a supply chain perspective, integrating the influence of product diversity and supply chain flexibility over a complete product life-cycle systematically.
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Introduction
The Order Penetration Point (OPP) is not a new subject as it has already been a topic of interest since the 1980’s (Bowersox and Morash, 1989), when Sharman defined it as the point at which a product becomes earmarked for a particular customer and where product specifications get frozen (Sharman, 1984). It is typically considered the last point at which inventory is held. However, the positioning of the OPP has been successively becoming a topic of strategic interest, especially within global
markets, increasing global competition and shorter product life cycles (Olhager, 2003). This interest and importance is even more accentuated in industries that embrace global organizations with high product diversity resulting in the need for intra/inter-organizational flexibility (Holweg and Pil, 2004; Pires and Diaz, 2007). This holds especially true for the automotive industry which is consequently in focused here. The choice of the automotive industry as the object of study was reinforced by the fact that this industry has been at the forefront of many managerial and industrial developments throughout the world (Thun and Hoenig, 2011).

Within this context, the main goal of this paper is to analyze the implications of OPPs within the auto industry supply chain focusing on product diversity management and supply chain flexibility. The paper also offers a methodology for the positioning of OPPs within automotive supply chains.

Therefore, the paper first introduces the concepts of product diversity, supply chain flexibility and OPP decision. The discussion and inclusion of the auto industry in the debate is also offered along these first sections. Next, the paper presents the methodology for OPP positioning based on the literature and on the authors background aided by in loco visits and non structured interviews with key managers of the German and Brazilian automotive industry. Finally, concluding remarks and recommendations for future research are offered.

Product Diversity

Product diversity, also called product variety, can be defined as the number of different versions of a product offered by a firm at a single point in time (Randall and Ulrich, 2001), as the number of different products offered to customers (Pine, 1993), and the number of variants within a specific product group (Vaagen and Wallace, 2008). It can be expressed by many types like colours, flavours, sizes, features, countries, geometry, among others. The current trend of proliferation of product diversity has been increasing the attention given by academics and practitioners (Bayus and Putsus, 1999; Syam et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2007). Product diversity has been analyzed from different perspectives including operations, marketing, economics and environmental (Lancaster, 1990; Kotler et al., 1995; Tang and Yam, 1996; Shile, 2009), with a big impact on business strategies (Da Silveira, 1998).

Mitigation strategies are used to allow for a more cost-efficient provision of product diversity and can broadly be grouped into three categories: changes in product architecture, in particular the use of modular and platform strategies and component standardization, flexibility in manufacturing operations, such as quick machine changeovers and multi-skilling of the workforce, and postponement of product configuration decisions beyond the final assembly of products into the distribution system, also referred to as late configuration (Scavarda et al., 2010). Within postponement diversity can be made available ex factory or late-configured in the distribution system, for instance, in the car dealers for the auto industry.

Auto Industry in Industrialized and Emerging Countries

presented and analyzed the significant differences between this product diversity and the one offered in emerging countries. The total number of variants for vehicle models offered in industrialized countries exceeds by far the one offered in emerging countries. For example, the Ford Focus sedan model is offered in Germany with almost 10 billion times the one offered in China or in Brazil. These differences in the number of variants offered are found in all analyzed auto segments worldwide (Scavarda et al., 2009).

Investigating the reasons for the variety restrictions in Latin America, when compared to Europe, Scavarda et al. highlight the notion of a cost-revenue trade-off function of product variety, by which certain specifications were only offered when the projected incremental revenues exceeded projected incremental costs by the required profitability margin (Scavarda et al., 2010). Their work also took a closer examination of the costs involved along the supply chain (Lechner et al., 2011).

The empirical multi-tier studies that have been conducted by the authors in the South American and in European automotive industry reveal that the key difference between the Latin American and the European markets was the importance of the retail price to end customers. Customers in Latin America were considered more price-conscious and seldom demanded expensive options, such as satellite navigation systems. According to Scavarda et al., (2010), the general restriction of variety in emerging countries, based on an examination of the main costs involved along the Supply Chain, are:

- Research and Development (R&D) costs: as many specifications are developed in parent companies one could suggest low local R&D costs as there is less local effort, however, specifications offered in a new regions have to go through a certification process (quality standards and legal requirements). Local adaptations are required to avoid malfunctioning of parts (different climate and road conditions) results in further testing;

- Supply costs: locating a supplier, high overhead ration if the overall volume is low; integrating the new parts into its existing logistics network (Greenfield area); low demand for some components (e.g. less than one component required per week); avoid imports (overseas transportation, product documentation for customers clearing, more complexity of coordinating the supply chain);

- Manufacturing costs: new specification can potentially increase investment for equipment (e.g. body shop for offering an additional body style for example); employee training would add to the cost (e.g. train how to assemble a door with side curtain airbags – more difficult with lower skill levels); increase complexity in the manufacturing process (more parts to be handled during final assembly);

- Sales and distribution costs: dealers need to be trained, and product documentation and marketing material to be created.

Scavarda et al. (2010) also highlight that only the ex factory product variety in Latin America neglects a key dimension in the overall product variety management process: late configuration, which the vehicle distribution system in general in Latin America relies on extensively. Stäblein et al. (2011) propose and validate product diversity measures in the auto industry based on actual customer orders, and empirically demonstrate how these measures can be used to assess the impact of late configuration and option bundling strategies, and find that these are generally valid, but that their
applicability is contingent upon the respective variety distribution profile offered (Stäblein et al., 2011).

Recapitulating though product diversity is handled differently in industrialized and emerging countries, it is driving the supply chain configuration with significant implications on costs and service levels.

**Supply Chain Flexibility**

Flexibility has been researched for decades with a considerable amount of knowledge disclosed in the area (Slack, 1983). Accordingly, the vast majority of published contributions are related to studies on flexibility within companies, i.e., has an internal scope. It is usually defined as the ability to react or change to environmental uncertainty with minimum penalty in terms of time, effort, cost or performance (Upton, 1994).

Alongside, over the past two decades competition has shifted from individual firms to whole supply chains perspective (Lambert and Cooper, 2000; Christopher, 2005). In this sense, some of the key debates in the operations management domain have extended their scope beyond the single company to include supply chain partners and their interactions. Consequently, supply chain flexibility or even adaptability has emerged as a key subject of supply chain management. Likewise, taking the original definition of Upton (Upton, 1994), it should be defined as the supply chain ability to react or change to environmental uncertainty with minimum penalty in terms of time, effort, cost or performance. Supply chain flexibility is also defined to encompass those flexibility dimensions that directly impact a firm’s customers and are the shared responsibility of two or more functions along the supply chain, whether internal or external to the firm (Sanchez and Perez, 2005).

Tachizawa and Giménez (2007) use the concept of drivers and sources of flexibility defined, respectively, as “a factor that determines the need for flexibility” and as “specific actions to generate flexibility”. In this sense, usually some flexibility drivers are related to demand volatility and fluctuation in production schedules. Furthermore, flexibility drivers can be generated internally within the focal company or externally within suppliers or customers. Hence, low material commonality should be an example of internal drivers, while demand volatility, seasonality and cyclicality gives an example of external drivers. These authors also highlight that flexibility drivers can be related to three main types of uncertainty: volume, mix and delivery. Accordingly demand volatility and incomplete supplies are examples of volume uncertainty. Changes in the master production schedule already sent to supplier may be related to volume, mix and delivery uncertainty. In turn, flexibility sources should be related to the type of sourcing strategy, e.g. long-term partnerships or short-term bids, supplier base responsiveness, inventory buffers, joint product development, and more.

When analyzing the drivers and sources of supply (inbound) flexibility within four industrial sectors in Spain (automotive, apparel, electronic and electrical equipment), Tachizawa and Giménez (2007) observed within the studied companies in Spain “a balance between internal and external drivers” and “an important exception within the automotive sector, in which internal drivers seems to be more important than external ones.
Aggravating the need for supply chain flexibility, it should be remembered that production in the early years was simple, with single flow of products moving from raw material suppliers, to manufacturers and then to markets.

It is generally known that the expansion of outsourcing, supplier rationalization and lean production practices yielded significant progress in terms of supply chain efficiency. However, this trend also involved a considerable increase in supply chain risks, particularly those related to supply interruptions due to external uncontrollable factors, e.g. the recent earthquake in Japan.

More recently the extended supply chain from a globalization perspective has inevitably increased the importance of what has been called Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) (Tang and Nurmaya, 2010). In this context authors such as Barry (2004) and Wu (2006) have studied SCRM in uncertain global environments.

Accordingly, for manufacturing companies with global operations this scenario represents a larger complexity in conducting its supply chain operations, with consequent increase in costs. Therefore, supply chain risk management seeks mainly to reduce the supply chain’s dependency of identified risks, that is, be more effective in mitigating the risks. Likewise, this means to reduce mainly disruptions and recovery time. In this sense, SCRM depends highly on supply chain flexibility.

**OPP Decisions in Global Supply Chains**

Every acting enterprise in a supply chain is driven by three obstacles: first to inflict as much downstream process and product flexibility to be amenable to changing market demand; second to guarantee as much upstream stability to allow for accurate planning of cost-efficient supply chain processes, third to manage risks with suitable flexibility measures. Whereas the first is a more sales driven objective, the last two are production and supply chain driven objectives. Accordingly it is a significant decision in strategic supply chain design where to divide a supply chain into upstream risk-controlled, but stable processes, which rely on order speculation, and downstream market-flexible processes, which rely on order commitment. This problem is generally known as positioning of the Order Penetration Point (OPP) (Sharman, 1984; Christopher and Towill, 2000).

The OPP is defined as a point in a supply chain from which on a product is assigned to a customer order (Olhager, 2003). Also regarded as the point at which real demand penetrates upstream in a supply chain and termed as de-coupling point, it should dictate the form in which inventory is held (Christopher and Towill, 2000). Downstream of this order penetration point, customer orders drive the systems that control material flows, upstream forecasts and plans (Sharman, 1984). When the OPP is located closer to the end of the line, customer demand is fulfilled from inventory. Inventory replenishment and production planning are based on forecasts of demand during lead time. The safety stocks are high as they are proportional to uncertainty about customer demand and production lead times. When the OPP is moved to the beginning of the line, production is on order. Inventory of finished goods is low (or nonexistent) but customer service is critical (Andries and Gelders, 1995). Thus, the OPP marks the transition between two production strategies that are typically practiced in contemporary production and logistics networks (Winkler, 2010).
Literature already offers many factors that affect the positioning of the OPP (see for instance Sharman, 1984; Bowersox and Morash, 1989; Christopher and Towill, 2000; Winkler, 2010). The most important factors affecting the positioning of the OPP relate to four categories:

- Market-related factors (e.g. service level requirements, demand volatility, demand uncertainty, product volume, product range and product customization requirements, order size and frequency);
- Product-related factors (e.g. modularisation, customization opportunities);
- Supply chain and material flow characteristics (e.g. production lead time, number of planning points in a manufacturing process, flexibility of the production process, the position of the bottleneck of the production, etc).

The market characteristics affect product characteristics. The product range and customization opportunities interact with market expectations and result in a delivery lead time that customers require with respect to the product offering. These factors are input to the production function. The product structure can be interpreted in terms of lead time with respect to the operations that need to be performed at each level. The relationship between production and delivery lead times is a major determinant of the OPP position (Olhager, 2003).

As already discussed, in emerging countries OPPs are positioned downstream, near the customer. E.g. in Brazil many vehicles are late configured at dealers, whereas in Europe customization is done at the OEM plant level. From a first view it seems that supply chains in countries like Brazil offer more flexibility embracing the postponement strategy, but one should consider that just peripheral varieties (e.g. seat cover, radios and alarms) may be fitted in the vehicles at dealers. All fundamental varieties are fitted at the plant level (e.g. body type, paint and trim and engines).

**Positioning of Order Penetration Points in the Global Auto Industry Supply Chain**

Consequently, the OPP is gaining relevance in strategic logistics planning for global automotive networks (Olhager, 2003) as shifting the OPP up- or downstream in the supply chain affects service levels and costs. Many authors already dedicated their work to the problem where to position the OPP in order to maximize efficiency and flexibility (Yang et al., 2004). Nevertheless this problem is generally underestimated due to several reasons. The two most prominent are that, first, within a supply chain there is not only one order penetration point; and second, order penetration points are typically smeared over more than one process in the supply chain:

The automotive supply chain is characterized by trilateral relationships between OEM, dealer (also importer or sales organization) and customer which allows for a wide range of order inflow (Klingebiel, 2009). Depending on the OPP position, several product delivery strategies can be defined (Bozarth and Chapman, 1996; Olhager, 2003; Klingebiel, 2009):

- Make-to-stock with an OPP before shipment;
- Assemble-to-order with an OPP between procurement and final assembly;
• Make-to-order leading to an OPP after the product design and;
• Engineer-to-order implicating an OPP before the design.

Yet, concepts like Amend-To-Order (ATO) and Locate-To-Order (LTO) bridge between the pure BTO concept of direct ordering and the concept of Build-to-Stock (BTS) (Figure 1). And all of these concepts are often well established in one OEM’s production system. The according order pipeline comprises planned orders, dealer-assigned orders, customer-assigned orders and dealer-and-customer-assigned orders (Simchi-Levi et al., 2007; Gunasekaran and Ngai, 2005). Thus, at least two different, more or less strongly correlated order types penetrate the automotive supply chain. And even worse, these orders enter the supply chain somewhere between a very early stage of planning, e.g. month in advance of vehicle production, and a very late stage of material flow, e.g. while or after being produced, shipped or handed over to a third party.

Further upstream, processes in the supply chain can be divided into a series of order management cycles, each occurring at the interface between two successive supply chain stages (Chopra and Meindl, 2007). Each of these cycles is driven by either order speculations, i.e. consisting of push processes, or order commitment, i.e. consisting of pull processes. Each cycle triggers demand in upstream cycles. If the interface between two cycles separates downstream pull processes from upstream push processes one easily recognize an order penetration point as defined. Yet, push processes also initiate demand, i.e. orders, in upstream following cycles. These upstream cycles might be driven by corresponding order commitment and another OPP might follow further upstream. A common example in the automotive supply chain for this specific setting is the just-in-sequence delivery of engines (Toth et al., 2008). The BTO-production of engines is triggered by production orders from the vehicle plant, which themselves might be built-to-stock orders.

And additionally, it is a quite common concept to work with batch-sizes in order driven processes. A prominent example is the body paint shop at BMW: no body-in-white is painted without at least one according order. Yet, this process is driven purely by order order volume. Certain flexibility is inflicted in the order management

Figure 1. Automotive planning framework (Klingebiel, 2009).
process by buffering painted bodies before assigning orders to the specific painted body just before final assembly. This specific concept of order-anonymous preproduction is one of the means to smear the Order Penetration Point over a series of processes. Other examples are specific forms of postponement as seen in late configuration or late customization, which can occur along the entire supply chain, from sourcing to final distribution (van Hoek, 2001).

Concluding, when deciding about the position of an order penetration point the possibilities, which all of these described concepts bear, have to be taken into account. Thus it is not sufficient to assess the isolated order penetration point, but it is evidently necessary to involve design options, influencing factors as well as assessment criteria for involved upstream and downstream processes. A holistic, integrated and exhaustive assessment is necessary as only this view on the supply chain allows for assessment of overall profitability (Simchi-Levi et al., 2007). Within this context, a methodology for the placement of OPPs in global automotive supply chains is proposed which integrates the influence of product diversity and resource flexibility under a supply chain perspective.

**Methodology for OPP Positioning**

The optimal placement of the OPP is influenced by market strategy, product strategy and supply chain capability. Literature already identified a multitude of influencing factors, e.g. inventory costs, production and delivery lead times, demand uncertainty, obsolescence risks of products and parts. Within an extensive literature analysis influencing factors and respective frameworks have been analysed thoroughly against the background of OPP positioning being an instrument of supply chain design.

Many approaches have been already dedicated to the problem of where to position the OPP in order to balance efficiency and responsiveness within a supply chain. A thorough analysis identified two general approaches (Klingebiel et al., 2011; Winkler 2010): Qualitative approaches give recommendations for OPP positions based on a selection of influencing factors and their respective qualitative characteristics. Quantitative approaches derive a specific position based on an analytical model of the supply chain. None of these approaches includes all indentified influencing factors or integrates the discussed trilateral relationships; none covers the identified mixed OPP strategies. Yet, when deciding about the position of an order penetration point within an automotive supply chain all these design options have to be taken into account.

Considering the size and complexity of a single OPP problem, analytical models as well as heuristics have been assessed as rather unsuitable to master all named challenges thoroughly. Neither dynamics, e.g. inflicted by the agility and flexibility requirements, nor complexity, e.g. inflicted by product variety proliferation but also symptomatic for global automotive supply chains, may be taken into account sufficiently. Yet, in order to allow for rapid modelling and evaluating of several OPP design variants, the application of analytical assessment bears strong arguments.

Nevertheless, for thorough assessment of OPP problems in such dynamic environment the application of simulation techniques provides valuable insight. The idea to evaluate problems by replicating the dynamic supply chain system and its behaviour is plausible. Nevertheless, considering the size and complexity of the OPP problem
in automotive networks, a simulation based evaluation of all OPP variants cannot be accomplished; neither data wise nor within a reasonable time frame.

Therefore a methodology integrating both approaches has been developed and has already proven its efficiency in several projects (Klingebiel and Seidel, 2007; Saroemba et al., 2005; Schwede et al., 2011).

The methodology for OPP positioning is divided into three main elements:

- A process for OPP positioning;
- An analytical methodology;
- A simulation-based methodology.

The process for OPP positioning (Figure 2) is a result of an adaption of a proven supply chain design process (Klingebiel and Seidel, 2007). It is divided into the two main phases of specification of scope (shaded processes) and assessment of OPP design variants.

During the first phase, design options are developed based on a given market and product segmentation as well as anticipated demand uncertainty and supply chain responsiveness. Competitive strategy, product development strategy and supply chain...
strategy are necessarily to take into regard. Following the cycle-view (Chopra and Meindl, 2007), the positioning of several order penetration points in one supply chain may be persecuted iteratively, i.e. one by one, in following the supply chain upstream.

Subsequently, in phase 2 a first analysis reduces the possible large number of supply chain configurations drastically to feasible and economically scenarios. As a starting point for this methodology a structured framework has been developed that qualitatively and causally links factors, that affect the positioning of the OPP, thereby especially relating factors to product variety (Winkler, 2010; Lechner et al., 2011). Resulting, among the total number of drivers are as different driver as article value and weight, supplier reliability, accepted delivery time, cycle time or aspects of underlying network topology.

The developed static calculation method integrates the subset of non-dynamic drivers and provides an evaluation of average lead times and several cost factors for different alternatives of OPP positions. Product variety-specific factors are integrated by a Variety-Driven ABC analysis (Lechner et al., 2011). Thus each supply chain configuration is assessed and several OPP positions can be excluded on basis of predefined acceptable lead time and cost corridors.

From the remaining set of possible supply chain configurations, scenarios for a detailed analysis are derived. In the next step these scenarios need to be assessed in detail and thoroughly by help of simulation techniques which integrates dynamic aspects and provides resulting, high granularity KPIs. Here information flow as well as material flow has to be taken into account, thus a supply chain simulation is recommended.

A suitable simulation environment is given by OTD-NET, developed by the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics (Wagenitz, 2007). OTD-NET introduces a holistic approach for modeling and simulation of complex production and logistics networks and delivers in-depth insights into information and material flows, stock levels, network stability and flexibility, boundary conditions and restrictions. As OTD-NET calculates a large variety of supply chain KPI, a suitable target system is required to assess the influence of selected drivers on the OPP position. (Klingebiel et al., 2010) presents an applicable system including the detailed specification of indicators.

In order to evaluate order penetration point scenarios in global supply chains, performance and costs of current and scenario-related supply chain processes have to be assessed. Reflecting a specific supply chain strategy OPP positioning has to realize selected and variably prioritized objectives. Thus, any OPP design option has to be measured against corresponding KPIs. Our studies revealed that most performance measurement systems offer indicators that can be assigned to one of the two categories “supply chain costs” with the objective of costs reduction and the “supply chain performance” with the objective of performance increase (Pires e Sacomano Neto, 2009, Braz et al., 2011, Cirullies et al., 2011). Exemplarily the German industrial guidelines 4400 (Verein deutscher Ingenieure, 2002) as well-established and holistic framework covering the whole supply chain has been selected. The indicators presented there aggregate the objectives of high performance and low costs to a ratio of logistics efficiency. The authors expanded the two-objective indicator system by the third objective “low ecological burden”. Respective objectives and KPI have been specified and integrated (Cirullies et al., 2011) (Figure 3).
With this preliminary work the supply chain simulation is capable of analysing dissected order penetration point problems, thus only covering a restricted area of supply chain. Nevertheless, the dynamic analysis unfolds its true potential with capturing and assessing the combination of subsequently following OPPs in combination with process concepts like ATO, LTO and postponement. Under consideration of supply chain and demand uncertainty, supply chain risks, complex planning and control processes the OTD-NET delivers time series of inventory levels, lead times, costs and more, thus even allowing to derive service level aspects like supply chain reliability depending on the supply chain configuration.

Validation

In one of the case study a distribution supply chain providing distributors with automotive wearing parts has been analysed. In focus has been a supply chain section including a plant in Germany, a nearby distribution center and European distributors, e.g. in Munich, Germany. The shipping volume comprised one article weighting 55 kg with a mean demand of 30 parts per month. The transportation of about 600 km from Wolfsburg to Munich was performed by a truck of 7.5 t of total weight.

Validation

In one of the case study a distribution supply chain providing distributors with automotive wearing parts has been analysed. In focus has been a supply chain section including a plant in Germany, a nearby distribution center and European distributors, e.g. in Munich, Germany. The shipping volume comprised one article weighting 55 kg with a mean demand of 30 parts per month. The transportation of about 600 km from Wolfsburg to Munich was performed by a truck of 7.5 t of total weight.

After analyzing demand uncertainty and supply chain responsiveness, three basic OPP scenarios have been developed: 1) OPP at the distributor, (2) OPP at the distribution center and (3) OPP at the plant. The combination with two transportation strategies resulted in a total of six OPP scenarios: a) truck leaving not more than 10 hours after call-off; b) truck leaving after 48 hours or on full charge. Due to the already limited number of OPP scenarios, all scenarios have been simulated with OTD-NET. The respective results are presented in Table 1.

The case clearly demonstrates the interconnection between economical, ecological and performance-related objectives: An OPP position at the end of the supply chain (scenarios 1a and 1b) results in an extremely short order-to-delivery time, but leads to high stock levels which relate to respective supply chain costs. Simulation reveals to what extent a shift of the OPP upwards may reduce inventory in the supply chain. However, the order-to-delivery time increases significantly.

The ecological impact is evaluated as average CO₂ emission per part. As parts can be consolidated by lower transportation frequency (scenarios 1b, 2b, 3b), the number

![Figure 3. Targets of logistics OPP assessment.](image-url)
of transports decreases significantly by up to 20% compared to the scenarios 1a, 2a, 3a. The improved capacity utilisation reduces the CO\(_2\) emission per part by up to 17%.

This analysis demonstrates that all OPP scenarios have a significant impact on the environmental and ecological targets. The proposed methodology allows assessment of these impacts and supports the decision if cutbacks in matters of performance and/or costs are accepted.

### Conclusion and Outlook

Globalization and market saturation require a fitting competitive strategy. As a reaction, OEMs have and will enlarge their model and option range considerably. Though product diversity is handled differently in industrialized and emerging countries, the basic mechanisms are identical. But augmenting product diversity is introducing complexity and uncertainty into the supply chain thus influencing the supply chain configuration and so costs, service levels and risks.

Enterprises in a supply chain are driven by the obstacles to balance downstream flexibility with upstream stability. Nevertheless the most efficient supply chain is the one most prone to uncertainty and risks. Thus, in order to economically operate the supply chain, the positioning of order penetration points is vital to be amenable to changing market demand and to allow for accurate and risk-controlled planning of cost-efficient supply chain processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>OPP</th>
<th>Parameters varied</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Ecology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transp waiting time OEM→Dlr</td>
<td>OTD time [days]</td>
<td>Stock Dlr [pcs.]</td>
<td>Stock DC [pcs.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc1a</td>
<td>Distributor</td>
<td>10 hours or full load</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1354</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc2a</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>10 hours or full load</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc3a</td>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>10 hours or full load</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc1b</td>
<td>Distributor</td>
<td>48 hours or full load</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc2b</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>48 hours or full load</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc3b</td>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>48 hours or full load</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Simulation results.
Though many authors have already contributed to this problem, these approaches work with a fairly abstract conception of order penetration points. The presented methodological approach overcomes this lack of practicality without neglecting the need for quick first results. The integration of a first analytical step focusing on static drivers with a following simulation-based assessment of uncertainty and risks provides the potential for consistent and thorough assessment of global supply chain configurations in automotive industry. Thus, the proposed methodology allows assessing the impact of design options for involved upstream and downstream processes as all influencing factors can be integrated into the simulation and assessment criteria for involved upstream and downstream processes can be integrated freely. For example, the presented case study demonstrates how transport strategies influence the optimality of a certain OPP design option. Especially it was revealed that the ecological footprint of a supply chain, i.e. CO$_2$ emissions part, depend on a chosen OPP scenario.

The combined approach of analytical and simulation-based assessment has already proven its success in other problem areas (Saroemba et al., 2005; Klingebiel et al., 2010); each methodological approach has proven valid for itself (Lechner et al., 2011; Cirullies et al., 2011). One part of the future work shall now be dedicated to prove its further synergetic combination in case studies, both in industrialized and emerging countries.

Furthermore, we notice that within supply chain research increasing attention is drawn to environmental protection on the one hand and supply chain risk management on the other hand. Both objectives will influence the configuration of supply chains widely. To integrate associated drivers as well as KPI into the presented methodological approach is one of the planned next steps.
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